
#Masterpiece | Creation
The journey of your life



Climate change, Covid, 
inequality, Brexit... all 

symptoms that the current 
system, which the first 

civilization in the fertile 
crescent invented 5,000 years 

ago, is no longer fit for 
purpose. Are you ready to 
reconnect, reimagine and 

recreate the ecosystem for the 
next 5,000 years?



It only takes one person to 
change an entire ecosystem - 
one person fully connected to 

the ecosystem is more 
influential than a million 

people who aren’t. Are you 
that person?



If you connect to the entire 
ecosystem for long enough, 

you will create your 
Masterpiece - the greatest 

contribution you can make to 
yourself, your family and 
society. Are you ready to 

create your Masterpiece?



Recreate the System
Santorini, Greece | 8-11 October 2021

To create the new system, we need to extract ourselves from the 
current system - so, we will finish this cycle overlooking the caldera of 
Santorini, which was created by an explosion that ended the Minoan 

civilization. We will help you reconnect to the entire ecosystem again 
and ground your Masterpiece in an ecosystem where money and 

communications flow as freely as running water.



Power & Purpose
Kyoto, Japan | 8-11 April 2022

Our relationship to power keeps us locked in the current 10,000 
old cycle. We will start our Japanese journey during Sakura 

(cherry blossom season) in Kyoto by visiting some of the 
timeless shrines and temples. Here, we will start to extract 

ourselves from the current system by observing our relationship 
to Power. From there, we will go to Ise, home to the largest 

Shinto shrine, where we will help you reconnect to you.



Grand Saint Bernard, Swiss Alps | 3-6 June 2021

Our relationship to money is one of the biggest barriers we face 
on our journey - either we chase it or we push it away, and 

sometimes both. On the way up to Col du Grand Saint Bernard 
where Napoleon became Bonaparte, we will help you change 

your relationship to money so you can reimagine the world you 
want our children to live in.

Money & Mission



c

True creation emerges in the silence amidst the tension of 
opposing forces - these forces appear to be outside you when in 
reality they are a reflection of you. In the crystal clear waters of 

the most beautiful fjords on the North West coast of Norway, we 
will plunge into the depths of you, until you love every aspect of 

yourself and your Masterpiece becomes crystal clear.

Älesund, Norway | 15-17 July 2022

Love & Masterpiece



One more thing…
You may want your team or organization to come with you. If you choose, we can 

run a condensed version of the journey for your management team either 
in-person or online: everyone will articulate their Personal Purpose, together we 

will develop a Collective Mission, and co-create a Collective Masterpiece and 100 
Day Plan that brings that Mission to life.



GROUND YOUR 
MASTERPIECE

MONEY & 
MISSION
Switzerland | 3-6 June 2022
Reimagine the ecosystem to 
reflect your Mission.

01
Greece | 8-11 Oct
Recreate the ecosystem to 
generate money flows.

02 POWER & 
PURPOSE

03 CREATE YOUR 
MASTERPIECE04

Japan | 8-11 April 2022
Reconnect to the ecosystem to 
rediscover your Purpose.

Norway | 15-17 July 2022
Reclaim who you are to 
reveal your Masterpiece.

The Journey 
of a 
Lifetime



This journey isn’t for 
everyone - we will challenge 
you to become who you are. 

Between us, we have created 
Masterpieces that have 

influenced billions of people.

The Journey 
of a Lifetime



Your
Coaches

Extreme artist, bestselling 
author, founder of Masterpiece 
Movement. Alexander will help 
you articulate your Purpose, 

define your Mission, reveal your 
Masterpiece and hold the space 
for you to become who you are. 
Over the last few years, he has 
helped over a thousand people 
and dozens of organizations to 

do just this.

Alexander Inchbald
Professor of modernity, Swiss 

surgeon of discernment. 
Jean-Philippe will help us to put 

the last 5,000 years into the 
context of the history of 

humankind. His unique ability is 
to distinguish with precision 
what stops true power from 

flowing through us.

Jean-Philippe Challandes
Money Master, author and 
Source of Moneywork and 

Sourcework. Peter will help you 
change your relationship to 
money so you have neither 

addiction nor aversion to it. His 
latest Masterpiece is creating 
the future of money so money 

flows with love.

Peter Koenig
Nyaima embodies love in 

everything she does—coaching 
consciousness, creating 

conscious content. She draws on 
her upbringing in the Yoruba 
cosmology, which starts with 

self-love.

Nyaima Taylor


